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My name is Anand K. Singh. I am employed by 

Sargent and Lundy, Engineers, in the position of Assistant 

Head, Structural Analytical Division. My experience and 

qualifications are further described in the attached resume. 

I am familiar with seismic issues concerning 

Dresden Units 2 and 3 through my involvement in the Dresden 

Mark I Long Term Program, which incorporated the original 

seismic design basis of Dresden Units 2 and 3, my review of 

NUREG/CR-0891 {"Seismic Review of Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station - Unit 2 for the .Systematic Evaluation Program") , and 

my review of URS/John A. Blume's Evaluation of Structural 

Design Parameters and Subsequent Reanalysis of the Reactor-

Turbine Building Complex, Dresden Nuclear Power Station, 

which addresses open items in NUREG/CR-0891. 

I have reviewed and I am familiar with the structural 

analysis and evaluation methodology of the Licensing Report 

on Spent Fuel Rack Modification, Dresden Nuclear Power Plant 

Units 2 and 3 by Nuclear Services Corporation (Commonwealth 

Edison Ex. 2). 

Therefore, I believe I am qualified to answer Board 

Question 2 with respect to seismic design criteria for 

Dresden Units 2 and 3 and the proposed racks. 
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Relevance of Generic Re-examination of Seismic Design 

This Unresolved Safety Issue involves the re-examination 

of seismic design criteria used by NRC in previous licensing 

decisions. 

The racks and their effects on the pool structures 

meet current NRC acceptance criteria and, therefore, no 

improvement is necessary. This analysis was performed by 

Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) and is documented in the 

Licensing Report on Spent Fuel Rack Modification (Common

weal th Edison Ex. 2). 

The NSC report and the NRC review were based on an 

input floor response spectra based on a structural model and 

ground motions consistent with the Operating License design 

criteria. Moreover, the fuel pools are part of the Dresden 

plant structure. Therefore, the seismic adequacy of the 

spent fuel pool modification is dependent upon the adequacy 

of the original seismic design criteria approved at the 

operating license stage for Dresden Units 2 and 3. 

This affidavit addresses the implications of 

recent advances in earthquake engineering state-of-the-art 

for the seismic design approved at the operating license 

stage for Dresden Units 2 and 3, and summarizes the evaluations 

which have been performed pursuant to the SEP program which 

establish the conservative nature of the original operating 

license seismic design criteria. 
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The SEP-related evaluations have not revealed any 

significant unresolved problems related to the structural 

adequacy of overall plant in general, or spent fuel pool 

structures in particular. 

ORIGINAL SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA OF DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 

Dresden 2 and 3 were designed for a design level 

earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of 0.1 g. (This 

design level earthquake corresponds to the "Operating Basis 

Earthquake" or OBE, in modern terminology.) The structures 

were also reviewed to ensure that they would resist twice the 

response loads for the 0.1 g earthquake while allowing the 

plant to be safely shut down. (This is equivalent to a .2 g 

"Safe Shutdown Earthquake," or SSE, in modern terminology.) 

A simultaneous vertical component equal to two-thirds of the 

horizontal component of earthquake ground motion was con

sidered in the plant design, with the loads added absolutely 

where applicable. 

The SSE earthquake was represented by an 0.2 g 

Housner response spectra simulated through a dynamic analysis 

using the north-south component time history of the El 

Centro earthquake of May 18, 1940 scaled to .2 g maximum 

peak ground acceleration. The damping values used for OBE 

and SSE were: 
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Reinforced concrete 
Steel frame structures 
Welded assemblies 
Bolted and riveted assemblies 
Vital piping 

5.0% 
2.0% 
1.0% 
2.0% 
0.5% 

The reactor building, the turbine building, and the drywell 

were analyzed using a two-dimensional coupled, lumped mass-

beam model. No soil-structure interaction effects were included. 

OBE stresses for Dresden Units 2 and 3, in combina-

tion with normal load stresses, were held to Code normal 

allowable levels. For SSE the stresses, in general, were 

limited to yield level. 

Effects of Recent Advances in Earthquake Engineering on 
Dresden Units 2 and 3 Seismic Design 

Since the Dresden OL review the state-of-the-art 

of earthquake engineering has changed. The following para-

graphs briefly evaluate the effect, if any, of these changes 

on the Dresden structural seismic design. 

Specification of Design Response Spectra 

The design response spectrum is a measure.of the 

structural response during the specified earthquake. The 

Housner spectrum used for the Dresden operating license was 

in use for design of nuclear power plants up to about 1970. 

In 1973 the NRC issued Reg.Guide 1.60, which contained a 

recommended response spectrum for new designs which replaced 

the Housner spectrum. The Housner and Reg. Guide spectra 
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are generalized, smooth spectra intended for use at all sites. 

Recently, site-specific spectra have been recognized as a 

more appropriate method for specifying seismic design levels. 

Site specific spectra take into account site-specific parameters, 

including site geology, seismology and geotechnical considera

tions. 

Exhibit 1 compares the 5% damping 0.2 g Dresden 

SSE design spectrum to the 10% damping 0.2 g Regulatory 

Guide 1.60 spectra used by the Senior Seismic Review Team 

(SSRT) in NUREG/CR-0891. (This SSRT review is described 

in more detail beginning on p. 7 below.) Exhibit l_also 

shows the preliminary site specific spectrum for the Dresden 

site which has been developed by NRC pursuant to the SEP 

program, which is referred to in Karl Kniel's affidavit. 

This site specific response spectrum represents the NRC 

Staff's preliminary judgment as to the most appropriate SSE 

for the Dresden site. 

It can be observed from Exhibit 1 that the NRC's 

preliminary site specific response spectrum is lower than 

that used in the original Dresden design and is also lower 

than the spectrum used by the SSRT in the NUREG/CR-0891 

evaluation. This means that the forces and moments in the 

Dresden structures using the NRC's preliminary site specific 

spectrum would also be lower (by approximately 30%) than those 
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used by the SSRT in NUREG/CR-0891. This leads to larger 

safety margins than those identified in NUREG/CR-0891. 

Soil Structure Interaction 

For structures founded on soil, modern methods of 

earthquake engineering take into account the modification of 

earthquake ground motion due to the presence of the structure. 

However, since Dresden plant is founded directly on rock, it 

is not necessary to consider soil structure interaction effects. 

Modeling of Structures 

To assess structural response and structural loads 

generated by earthquake ground motion, buildings are repre

sented by models. In the original seismic analysis, two 

dimensional modeling techniques were used. The current 

state-of-the-art requires the use of three dimensional 

models. 

For the SSRT evaluation in NUREG/CR-0891 and the 

subsequent follow-up analysis performed by URS/J.A. Blume, 

a three dimensional model was analyzed. Both these studies 

(as described below) concluded that the Dresden design is 

adequate to assure public safety. 

Damping 

bamping is a measure of the energy dissipation 
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within a structure during an earthquake. Higher damping 

leads to lower structural response. Thus, the use of lower 

damping in seismic analysis is conservative. 

A 5% structural damping was used for reinforced 

concrete structures in the Dresden operating license design 

basis analysis. 5% damping is conservative when compared 

to 7% to 10% damping generally recommended for reinforced 

concrete structures in modern practice. The SSRT evalua-

tion considered 10% damping. 

SEISMIC REVIEW OF DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 2 FOR 
THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM 

The seismic review.was undertaken at the request 

of the NRC by a Senior Seismic Review Team (SSRT) of recognized 

seismic design experts under the direction of N. M. Newmark. 

Other members of the SSRT were W. J. Hall_, R. P. Kennedy, 

J. D. Stevenson, and F. J. Tokarz.' According to the report 

of the SSRT, which was published as NUREG/CR-0891 in April 

1980, (page 1), "The review •.. is designed to focus only on 

pertinent matters of significance, sufficient to identify 

safety issues and to provide an integrated and balanced 

approach to backfit considerations in accordance with 10 CFR 

50.109 •... The review concept is not based upon demonstrating 

compliance with specific criteria in the Standard Review 

Plan or Regulatory Guides, since individual criteria do not 

generally control broad safety issues. However, current 
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licensing criteria were utilized with respect to the levels 

of design they dictate, and as a baseline from which to 

measure relative safety margins to support the broader 

integrated assessment." 

Within the intended scope of the review, it was 

not feasible to re-examine every item in detail. By examining 

typical structures, equipment, components, and systems indi

vidually, the SSRT believed it is possible to gain the 

necessary basis for assessing the overall adequacy and 

general margin of safety for Dresden Unit 2. For the SEP 

review, the SSE was described by a Reg. Guide 1.60 spectrum 

scaled to 0.2 g zero period acceleration. A three-dimensional 

structural model was used. The SSRT used a 10% damping 

value for reinforced concrete structures. 

The SSRT concluded that the structures and structural 

elements of the Dresden 2 facility are adequate to resist the 

0.2 g SSE, subject to confirmation that structural modelling 

parameters assumed by the SSRT were in reasonable agreement 

with the structural properties of the plant as-built. 

Dresden Unit 3 is essentially a mirror-image of Dresden 

Unit 2, and therefore the conclusions of the SSRT are also 

applicable to Unit 3. 
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Confirming Evaluation of Seismic Analysis Parameters to 

·Current State-of-the-Art 

At the recommendation of the SSRT, an evaluation 

was performed for Commonwealth Edison Company by URS/John A. 

Blume and Associates, San Francisco, to verify the adequacy 

of the reactor and turbine building structural modelling 

parameters used in the SEP evaluation. 

The structural modelling parameters (shear areas, 

moment of inertia, structural mass and the equipment mass) 

were evaluated using the as-built drawings for Dresden 

Units 2 and 3 and current engineering practice. Some 

variation between the parameters calculated as part of this 

evaluation and those used in the SEP program were observed. 

However, the stress levels in structural elements obtained 

using these revised, as-built parameters are generally 

similar to those used in the SEP evaluation, and therefore 

the SSRT conclusions are confirmed. While pertinent portions 

of the URS/Blume report have been submitted to the NRC 

Staff, the Staff have not yet completed their review. 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing dis~ussion and my review 

of available information, the ongoing generic reassessment 

of seismic design criteria is indicating that the overall 

seismic design of Dresden Units 2 and 3 is adequate when 
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• 
viewed in light of recent advances in earthquake engineering. 

Therefore, I agree with the NRC Staff that this Unresolved 

Safety Issue has no health and safety implications for the 

proposed racks. 
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ANAND K. SINGH 

Associate and Assistant Head -
StructurHl Analytical Division 

• 
RESPONSIBILITIES: Dr. Singh supervises and coordinates the work of the Structu;al 

Analysis Sections in the preparation of ana.lytical studies: .sp2cial 
problem analyses, and computer program development. · 

EXPERIENCE: 

PERSONAL: 

Dr. Singh has been engaged in static and cy1i&rr:ic analyses 0f pcwer 
plant structures and in the development of general purpose coiTiputer 
programs for static, dynamic, and code st!'ess a.nalyses of structures 
and piping. He has been in•/olved in seismic response a!l&lysis of 
structu:-es and piping, soil structure interaction, BWR pool dynamics 
due to SRV and LOCA, des:gn and analysis of cable trays and HV.AC 
ducts, design of buried _ p!i:::eli~es, design of pipe whip restraints, 
nonlinear response analysis and AISI, a!ld AiSC and ASME cocle stress 
analysis of structures and piping systems. In addition he f"'.2.S w0:·l<2d to 
apply new concepts in earthquake engineering and vibrations tc power 
plant structures. Prior to joining Sargent & Lundy in 197 2, Dr. Singh 
worked as a research assistant ·in the areas of earthquake engineering 
and computer pro~ram development, and as a design G~gineer of 
buildings and foundations. 

University of Illinois - ?h.D. Structural Engineering - 1972 
University of Illinols - M.S. Structural Engir.e2:ing - 1970 
Indian Institute of 'l'eclmology - B.S.C.E. - ifll:i, 

Registered Professional Engineer - Illinois 
Registered Structural Engineer - lllinois 

Member: American Society of Civil Engineers 

Committees: ASCE Committee on Nuclear Standards - Seismic Analy
sis of Safety Clan Structures Coi:1mittee 

ASCE Task Committee on Turbine Foundatior.s 

Publications: "A Stochastic Model for Predicting Seismic Response of 
Light Secondary Systems", coauthor A. a. S. Ang~ 
Proceedings of the Fifth World Conference on Earth
quake Engineering, Rome, 1973 

"Influence of Closely Spaced r,fodes in Response Spec
trum Method of Analysisn, coauthors S. L. Chu and S. 
Singh, Proceedings, ASCE S;iecialty Conf ~rence on 
Structural Design of Nuclear Plant Facilities, Chicago, 
Illinois, December 1973 

"Stochastic Prediction of Maximum Seismic Response of 
Light Secondary Systems", coauthor A. H. s. Ang, 
Nuclear Engineering and Design 29 U97 4), pp. 218-230 
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"Reliability Assessment of ASME Code Equations for Nuclear Components", coauthor 
M. K. R.s.vindra, Reliability Engineering in Pressure Vessels and Piping, .ASiVIE, June 1S75 

"Seismic Response of Pipelines on Friction Supports", coauthor J. C. Anderson, Journal of 
the Engineering Mechanics Division, ASCE, El\12, April 1976, pp. 275-291 

"Inelastic Response of Nuclear Piping Subjected to Rupture Forces", coauthor J. C. 
Anderson, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, ASME, May 1976, pp. 98-104 

"A Probabilistic Model for Seismic Analysis of Nuclear Plant Structures", co&.uthor S. Sir.gh, 
Paper K3/3, 4th International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reacto!' Technology, 
August 15-·19, 1977, San Francisco, California 

"Dynamic Analysis of Piping Systems Using Substructures", coauthor V. Kumar, presented at 
the AS:\IE Design Engineering Technical Conference, Chicago, Illinois, September 26-30, 
1977, Preprint No. 77-DET-144 

"Technical Bases for the Use of the Square Root of the Sum of Squares (SRSS) MetJ-:od for 
Combining Dynamic Loads for Mark II Plnnts", coauthors S. w. Tagart an,j C. V. 
Subramanian, General Electric Company Report NEDE 24010, July 1977 

"Dynamic Analysis Using Modal Synthesis", Journal of the Power Division, ASCE, POZ, April 
1978, pp. 131-140 

"Response Analysis Using Dynamic Influence Coefficientsn, coauthors T. P. Khatua, N. A. 
Holmes and S~ L. Chu, Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Electronic Computation, 
.American Society of Civil Engineers, St. Louis, !\1issouri, August 1979 

"Structural Building Response Review", coauthors T. I. Hsu and T. P. Khetua, NUREG/CR-
1423, Vol. II, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1980, \Vashington, D. C. 

"Prevention and Control of Vibrations", coauthor D. E. Olson, Presented at the General 
Engineering Conference, March 1980, Chicago, Illinois 

"Vibration in Power Plant Structures and Piping:r, coauthor D. E. Olson, Proceedings of the 
American Power Conference, April 1980, Chicago, Illinois 

"Soil Structure Interaction Using Substructm·es", coauthors T. I. Hsu and N. A. Holmes, Pro
ceedings of. the ASCE Specialty Confe!'ence, Civil Engineering and Nuclear Power, Septem
ber 1980, Knoxville, Tennessee 

·. "Evaluation of Soil Structure Interaction Methods", coauthors T. I. Hsu, T. P. Khatua and . 
-S. L. Chu, presented at the second ASCE Engineering Mechanics Division Specialty Confer
ence on Dynamic Response of Structures, January 1981, Atlanta, Georgia 

"Seismic Analysis - Changing Considerations11
, Proceedings of the American Power Confer

ence, April 1981, Chicago, Illinois 
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EXHIBIT 1: COMPARISON OF 
DRESDEN UNITS 2&J SSE 
GROUND SPECTRA 

NOTE 

It is conventional to draw 
0 

the response spectrum on ~ 
tripartite logarithmic ~ 
paper showing the velocity,5 
displacement, and acceler- r 
ation as functions of ~ 
frequency (or periods). ~ 
The 0.2 g acceleration ~ ... refers to the spectral u 

~ acceleration at frequen- w 
ies greater than 33 to > 

0 cycles per second. 
In general, the predomi
nant frequencies of nuclear 
power plant structures are 
in the range of 2 to 25 
cycles per second. '. .., 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the Matter of ) 
) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) 
) 

(Dresden Station, Units 2 & 3)) 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 
SS. 

COUNTY OF C 0 0 K 

Docket Nos. 50-237-SP 
50-249-SP 

(Spent Fuel Pool 
Modification) 

AFFIDAVIT OF ANAND K. SINGH 

I, Anand K. Singh,being first duly sworn on 

oath, state that the attached testimony is true and correct 

to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO 
before me this s~ day 
of May , 19 81. 

/ 

Anand K. Singh 

A ~~ . ~ 'I 
~· /~,,.</'. --

<:> \,Notary Publ~ . 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the Matter of ) 
) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) 
) 

(Dresden Station, Units 2 & 3)) 

Docket Nos. 50-237-SP 
50-249-SP 

(Spent Fuel Pool 
Modification) 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT C. PEDIGO and AFFIDAVIT OF A. K. SINGH 
in the above-captioned proceeding were served upon the 
following persons by depositing copies thereof in the 
United States mail, first class postage prepaid, this 
5th day of May, 1981: 

John F. Wolf, Esq. 
3409 Shepherd Street 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015 

Dr. Linda W. Little 
5000 Hermitage Drive 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612 

Dr. Forrest J. Remick 
305 East Hamilton Avenue 
State College, Pennsylvania 16801 

Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board Panel 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20555 

Richard Hubbard 

Docketing and Service 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Mary Jo Murray, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environmental Control Division 
188 West Randolph Street 
Suite 2315 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Richard Goddard 
Off ic~ of Executive Legal 
Director 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20555 

MHB Technical Associates 
Suite K 
1723 Hamilton Avenue 
San Jose, California 95125 
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